APPLICATION ARTICLE
Using the eosMX Recirculating Multiplexer with Manual
Chambers
INTRODUCTION
Manual chambers are a commonly used tool for measuring soil gas
fluxes in the field. There are a variety of reasons why a researcher
may choose a manual system over an automated one; however, the
choice to use manual chambers doesn’t have to mean sacrificing all
the benefits of an automated system. The eosMX recirculating
multiplexer can be used in conjunction with manual chambers to
easily and efficiently improve the robustness and reproducibility of
flux measurements while simultaneously saving time on data
processing.
To illustrate the use of the eosMX with manual chambers, we
conducted an experiment in which three homemade static soil gas
flux chambers were used to collect carbon dioxide (CO2) flux
measurements from the garden outside the Eosense office in
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia Canada.

EQUIPMENT SETUP

Set-up of the system is relatively straightforward and consists of
connecting the inlet of the eosMX multiplexer to the inlet of the
Picarro gas analyzer and the outlet of the eosMX to the exhaust of
the Picarro external pump (Figure 1b). The eosMX communicates
with the gas analyzer via two USB cables. For more detailed
information about connecting the eosMX to an ABB-LGR or Picarro
analyzer, please see this manual on our website, for Gasmet
analyzers, see this applications note. Finally, inlet and outlet ports
on the front of the eosMX are connected to the inlet and outlet ports
on the chambers via the PVC tubing.

SCHEDULING MEASUREMENTS WITH
eosLink-MX
The eosLink-MX software allows users to quickly and easily create,
save and modify custom measurement cycles. The software runs
directly on compatible analyzers meaning measurement cycles can
be modified on the fly as needed and timestamps for chamber
closures are synchronized with timestamps from the analyzer
(Figure 2).

The following equipment was used for the experiment:
●
Picarro G2508 gas analyzer and external pump
●
Flexible PVC gas tubing (¼” O.D., ⅛” I.D.)
●
Static chambers
●
eosMX recirculating multiplexer
●
eosLink-MX and eosAnalyze software
The chambers are made from standard 18.9 L water cooler jugs.
The jugs have been cut and covered in double reflective insulation
to minimize light penetration and reduce warming during chamber
closure. They have a volume and surface area of ~8 L and ~507
cm2, respectively. Caps for the chambers were made out of plugged
sections of 1¾ inch PVC pipe. Two holes were drilled in each cap to
install inlet and outlet tubing for recirculation of gas within the
chambers via the eosMX recirculating multiplexer (Figure 1a).

a)

b)

Figure 1. a) The static chambers used for this experiment, and b) the
Picarro G2508 gas analyzer connected to the chambers via the eosMX
multiplexer.
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Figure 2. The eosLink-MX software being used with static chambers on
the desktop of a Picarro G2508 analyzer. Accumulation of CO2 during
chamber closures can be seen in the Picarro data in real-time.

Through eosLink-MX, users can customize which eosMX sampling
ports are used, the order in which ports are sampled, and specify
chamber closure times for each chamber. Pre- and postmeasurement valve delays are used to purge gas lines between
chamber measurements and can be customized based on tubing
volumes. Measurement cycles can also be looped and/or
randomized as desired. Furthermore, the software lets users store
additional data alongside the analyzer data. For example, there are
fields to label individual measurements with chamber temperature
and pressure as well as GPS coordinates of measurement
locations (Figure 3a). In this experiment the pre- and post- valve
delay times were set to 1 minute (60 s) each and the chamber
closure time was set to 10 minutes (600 s) as shown in Figure 3b.
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a)

The manual chambers we used had a 5 cm lip at the bottom that
we used in lieu of collars, so collars were not installed ahead of
time. However, we used the base of the chambers to make
impressions in the soil and then used a gardening spade to cut a
circular groove into the soil the same height and diameter as the
bottom lip of the chambers (Figure 5). Because the collars were not
installed ahead of time, each chamber was inserted into the soil at
the very beginning of the 10 minute chamber closure time.

b)

After installations, the chamber being measured remained
undisturbed in place until the 10 minute closure time was complete
and the software indicated that the multiplexer had begun the
post-valve delay. In between measurements the chambers were left
sitting on their sides to re-equilibrate them to atmospheric
conditions. This process was then repeated for each chamber.
Figure 5. A manual chamber
being used to measure CO2
fluxes in the garden outside
the Eosense office after being
installed in the soil.

Figure 3. a) The main control window of the eosLink-MX software where
users can view measurement cycle status in real-time and add custom
data and metadata to individual measurements. b) The custom
measurement cycle window in the eosLink-MX software showing set-up
of the measurement cycle used for the experiment described here.

SAMPLING PROTOCOL
After setting up the measurement cycle in the software, the
sampling process was initiated by clicking “Start Cycle” on the main
window of the eosLink-MX software (Figure 3a). The multiplexer
sampled from each port sequentially in the order specified by the
user during setup of the measurement cycle. For this experiment
we kept things simple by numbering our chambers 1, 2 and 3 and
connected them to the sampling ports with the same numbers on
the multiplexer. The software will begin with the pre-valve delay for
the first chamber specified in the cycle, followed by the
measurement (i.e. chamber closure), then the post-valve delay
before moving on to the next chamber in the cycle (Figure 4).

DATA PROCESSING WITH eosAnalyze
Data from any compatible analyzer can be quickly processed using
the eosAnalyze software. Parsing analyzer data into individual
chamber events is accomplished in just three easy steps:

⌚ 60 s
Pre-valve Delay

⌚ 600 s
Chamber installation
+
Chamber Closure

The eosLink-MX software writes an output file that, when used in
conjunction with the eosAnalyze software, flags measurement
events in the gas analyzer data. This feature allows for automated
parsing of analyzer files and processing of flux data. This process is
described in further detail below.

⌚ 60 s
Post-valve Delay
+
Chamber Removal

Figure 4. Flow chart illustrating the workflow used for collecting flux
measurements with manual chambers.
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1.

Choose the analyzer used from the drop-down list of
compatible analyzers

2.

Set the analyzer data file path in the eosAnalyze software
to the location of the gas analyzer datafiles

3.

Click “Collect Data” and choose the time and date range of
interest. Be sure to select the analyzer’s local timezone.
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Once the data has been collected in the software, the user can
review the full set of flux measurements (Figure 6). Chamber and
tubing dimensions, chamber offset (i.e. collar height from the soil
surface), and a variety of other equipment related parameters can
also be specified in the software to improve the quality of flux
calculations (Figure 7).

Figure 8. An example of fitting a linear flux curve with the eosAnalyze
software.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 6. View of a set of measurements once imported into the
eosAnalyze software.

The eosMX recirculating multiplexer and eosLink-MX software can
be used with manual chamber systems to provide many of the data
management and data processing benefits of automated systems.
Users of the system can easily capture and record data in the field
in an automated way to reduce the burden of manually recording
metadata while increasing the repeatability of data collection. The
eosAnalyze software has been carefully designed to maximize the
ability to incorporate chamber-specific data while dramatically
reducing the amount time required for data processing. Whether
you’re collecting/processing nine or nine hundred data points, the
eosMX recirculating multiplexer and the eosLink-MX and
eosAnalyze softwares offer a seamless and fully integrated solution
for manual chamber users to manage and process flux data.
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After the data is imported into the software and the chamber
parameters have been specified, individual chamber events can be
reviewed and flux calculations can be completed. Double clicking
on a measurement opens the measurement window where
drop-down menus allow for toggling between gas species and
linear or exponential flux curve fitting. Users can also choose the
data domain for the flux calculation and specify chamber
parameters like temperature, pressure and chamber offset (Figure
8). After performing flux calculations, the dataset can be exported in
a .CSV or .DAT format for further analysis and plotting.
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